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Abstract

Ray tracing exhibits visible temporal aliasing artifacts in interactive viewing
of complex datasets. We present a technique to reduce scintillation in point sam-
pled imagery by targeting new rays to intersection points from previous frames.
Remaining artifacts are abated by blending between successive frames. The algo-
rithm achieves a reduction in scintillation comparable to that of supersampling, but
at a significantly lower cost. Sample animations are available online.

1 Introduction

Improvements in general-purpose computer systems have recently allowed ray tracing
to be used in interactive applications [2, 3, 6–8]. For some applications such as isosur-
face visualization [3] or rendering complex static geometry [8], ray tracing is superior
to even highly optimized conventional z-buffer methods. Nonetheless, current proces-
sors are too slow to interactively ray trace the most detailed data sets to the highest
resolution displays [2, 3, 8]. To achieve interactivity, current systems use a sparse sam-
pling of the image (approximately one ray per pixel) and relatively small image sizes,
with 512 by 512 resolutions being common. There is a continuing trend towards higher
resolution displays and more complex models, so high-resolution multisampled inter-
active ray tracing will not be feasible in the near future. Current systems would need
more than a one-thousand times increase in number of rays per frame to achieve HDTV
resolution with moderate antialiasing. In this paper we assume that we are limited to
only a few samples per pixel, and that improvements in processing power will be tar-
geted towards higher resolution rather than better antialiasing. Our application is ray
tracing scenes of high geometric or textural complexity at interactive rates.

A problem with large models is that they tend to cause sub-pixel detail in rendered
images, leading to temporal aliasing. We believe this is the dominant artifact in current
interactive ray tracing systems. If we are restricted to a few rays per pixel, spatially
filtering the scene before sampling is a common strategy. However, pre-filtering the
scene, e.g., using LOD management or MIP-mapping, may not always be possible, as
is the case for the 35 million sphere crack propagation dataset visualized via ray tracing
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1: A 35 million sphere scientific dataset.

Our approach to reduce temporal artifacts is to revert to point sampling where sam-
ple locations in the current frame are guided by results from previous frames. Such
guidance introduces temporal coherence that will reduce scintillation and popping. It
is also computationally inexpensive, costing significantly less than adding one extra
sample to each pixel. The method is demonstrated using an interactive ray tracing
engine for complex terrain and visualization datasets.

2 Point tracking algorithm

The temporal aliasing in interactively ray traced sequences arises because each pixel
will likely correspond to different scene features from one frame to the next. This ef-
fect can be minimized by using an algorithm which tracks a consistent set of features
over the course of a number of frames. We therefore seek a method which targets scene
points sampled during previous frames. This can be accomplished by storing the inter-
section points of the primary rays with their corresponding pixels. Prior to rendering
the next frame, the camera parameters are updated, and the hit points are mapped to
new pixels via backprojection onto the image plane. This projection has been previ-
ously exploited by IBR researchers [1]. However, instead of painting the reprojected
points directly on the screen [9], which may lead to inaccuracies, this reprojection
serves the sole purpose of directing new rays towards objects that have been previously
hit.

The reprojection of the previous frame’s intersection points gives rise to one of
three possible situations: zero, one, or many points are projected to any given pixel. If
zero points are projected onto a pixel, no guidance can be provided and a new ray is
created. If one intersection point is projected onto a pixel, a new ray is sent towards
it. If two or more intersection points are projected onto a single pixel, then we use
a simple heuristic which chooses the point with the smallest distance to the camera
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Figure 2: Overview of the point tracking algorithm: In the top panel, rays are traced
through a four pixel screen, and the 3D hit positions are cached. In the middle panel, the
eye position changes, and the cached points are back-projected onto the new viewing
plane to associate them with screen pixels. Two of the cached points are associated with
the top right pixel, whereas no points map to the top left pixel. In the bottom panel,
a new ray is fired through each pixel, targeting cached points whenever possible. The
closest of the two hit points is targeted for the top right pixel. Lacking target points, a
new ray is randomly generated for the top left pixel.
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origin. Points farther away are more likely to be occluded by intervening edges and
are therefore less suitable candidates. The ray tracing process produces shaded pixel
information for the current frame as well as a list of intersection points to be used for
the next frame. This idea is illustrated in Figure 2.

The method of tracking points across frames reduces the appearance of scintillation
in animations of ray traced scenes. However, some scintillation will remain, because
not all pixels will be associated with a unique tracked point as noted above. The ques-
tion of whether the remaining artifacts are visually objectionable depends largely on
the dataset. We have found that the visible aliasing in our scenes is typically due to
high-frequencies in the temporal dimension. It can therefore be reduced using a nar-
row temporal filter. In our case, we have chosen a box filter which spans three frames.
We extend our basic algorithm to cache the three most recent frames, each generated
using the point tracking algorithm described above. The image displayed is then the
per pixel average of the color values stored in these three frames. (The number three
is heuristic, and may need to be adjusted depending on the framerate and dataset.) Be-
cause our blend is based on frames previously rendered, the point tracking augmented
with the temporal blend is essentially no slower than the point tracking algorithm by
itself. In our system, temporal blending may be toggled off by the user if satisfac-
tory results are obtained using point tracking alone. The method of tracking points is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Point Tracking Algorithm
for each Frame ido

Update the camera position
Reproject hit points from the Frame i-1
for each Pixel jdo

Fire ray, targeting a projected hit point when available
Cache new hit point and color with Frame i

end for
Average the colors from the last three frames to generate a screen image

end for

3 Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our point tracking method, we use an interactive ray
tracer to render two terrain models, which are called Hogum and Range-400 (Figure 3),
and the crack propagation dataset of Figure 1. The measurements presented in this
paper were all collected using a 32 processor SGI Origin 3800. Each processor was
an R12k running at 400 MHz. We used 30 processors for each run plus one additional
processor running the display thread. The reprojection phase was performed in parallel,
with each processor operating on a contiguous region of the image plane.

The runtime of the point tracking system is between 1.25 and 1.45 times the runtime
of conventional ray tracing for all datasets, image sizes, and camera positions we have
tested, with 1.35 times being typical. Most of this cost is due to the reprojection at
the beginning of each frame. To put this penalty in perspective, the cost of 4 times
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Figure 3:Top: Hogum dataset with175×199 height values and a1740×1980 texture.
Bottom: Range-400 dataset with3275 × 2163 height values and a texture of the same
resolution.

supersampling is 4 times the runtime. The point tracking memory overhead is two
buffers of points and three buffers of RGB colors. Each of these buffers has the same
number of elements as the number of pixels in the image.

The point tracking algorithm is most effective if a single intersection point projects
onto a given pixel. This is when perfect frame-to-frame coherence is achieved. When
zero points project to a pixel, a ray cast for that pixel is likely to produce a contrast
change, causing scintillation. When more than one point reprojects to a single pixel,
some information will locally disappear from the next frame. This may also lead to
scintillation.

To validate our technique we have compared point tracked animations with un-
tracked animations generated by a) point sampling, b) spatial supersampling, and c)
temporal blending (each displayed pixel value is an average over three consecutive
frames). The reader is referred to the web sites listed at the end of this paper for ani-
mations demonstrating the technique. Our opinion is that the subjective effectiveness
of our approach in removing visible flicker is comparable to that of supersampling,
but without the corresponding degree of blur. This opinion is reinforced by the data
presented in Table 1. For typical interactive walkthroughs, roughly60% of the pixels
in each frame are covered by exactly one intersection point. So for a majority of the
pixels in each frame, temporal coherence is successfully exploited.

4 Discussion

The technique presented is ideally suited for scenes possessing large areas of sub-
pixel detail. In such scenes our experiments using point tracking have demonstrated
a marked reduction in scintillation. We reiterate that the technique targets temporal
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Intersection points per pixel
Dataset 0 1 2 3 4
Hogum 21.9% 58.2% 18.2% 1.6% 0.0%
Range-400 19.6% 64.7% 14.2% 1.3% 0.1%
Spheres 20.6% 60.6% 17.1% 1.6% 0.0%

Table 1:Percentage of pixels that have 0 to 4 intersection points reproject to them. The
ideal case is where 1 intersection point projects to a pixel.

aliasing, and is not prescribed as a solution to the problem of spatial aliasing. A valid
concern is the degree to which the biased sampling induced by point tracking might
introduce artifacts. While in principle this could occur, we have not experienced sig-
nificant problems for the wide variety of scenes tested. The artifacts introduced by
point tracking are nearly identical to those introduced by jittering. Edge fidelity suffers
slightly, but no more than a pixel width. Spatial aliasing is transformed into noise.

We have assumed that multisampled spatial filtering will not soon be practical for
interactive ray tracing. Anticipating a trend towards higher resolution display devices,
it is also likely that spatial filtering to achieve anti-aliasing will become less necessary,
because the effect of spatial aliasing will largely be masked. However, the same is
not true for the temporal aliasing artifacts which this paper addresses. Our current
implementation is not helpful for specular reflections, and handling specular surfaces
correctly would be difficult. This has not been a problem for us because our primary
applications are terrain and scientific visualization, where specular effects are rare.

We speculate that the point tracking technique may in the future be applied indepen-
dently of the reconstruction used for display. If we allow tracked points to persist even
when they co-occupy a pixel, then more sophisticated reconstruction methods could
be applied to increase point reuse, in the spirit of Simmons et al. [5] and Popescu et
al. [4]. We have not pursued this in the present work, noting that the former technique
uses sparser sample sets than we do, and the latter requires special purpose hardware.
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Web Information:
Animations demonstrating the technique are available via:
http://www.acm.org/jgt/papers/MartinEtAl2002
or directly on the authors’ web site at:
http://www.cs.utah.edu/˜wmartin/PointTracking .
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